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ABSTRACT
This paper examines video game sales by platform in the North American 

market from a period spanning 2006 through 2011.  As the home video game industry 
has rapidly matured and become established as a forefront facet of interactive 
entertainment in the home, we seek to determine what aspects of the video game market 
seem to most impact sales.  This question is particularly poignant as the maturation 
of the video game industry has witnessed efforts at both vertical integration and 
horizontal expansion on the part of the top game publishers and developers in hopes of 
solidly grounding the industry.  This study employs a Kruskal-Wallis test to compare 
eight different gaming platforms.  The results indicate Nintendo’s Wii and DS are the 
top selling game platforms, Xbox 360 is in a second tier, multiple Sony PlayStation 
platforms are in the third tier, personal computer games are in tier four, and the retired 
sixth generation Nintendo GameCube is the lowest sales tier.  JEL Classification:  L86

INTRODUCTION
Over the past 40 years, a veritable industry has grown up around the design, 

development, and delivery of video games for home video game consoles and the 
personal computer.  Collectively called the “video game industry,” these endeavors 
have greatly evolved from a cottage industry in the 1970s to a goliath that rivals the 
film industry for household entertainment expenditures.  As the U.S. is the world’s 
biggest video games market and manufacturer, the U.S. video game market is now 
worth over $20 billion annually in software and hardware sales; which is more than 
four times the market size in the 1990s (Chatfield, 2010).  Furthermore, video games 
are so entrenched in the daily lives of many gamers that people are buying games in 
a variety of platforms (e.g., mobile smart phones, game consoles, PCs, etc.) and are 
increasingly playing online (via the Internet) and are willing to pay for the privilege to 
do so; Blizzard Entertainment’s World of Warcraft, for instance, has over 11 million 
player/subscribers worldwide, and over $1 billion per year in revenues.  Microsoft’s 
Xbox Live gaming service claims 20 million subscribers reaching 39 million gaming 
consoles and 10-million non-gaming accounts used solely for social networking 
benefits (Grant, 2010).  Career options in the video game industry are also very healthy 
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with 254 U.S. colleges and universities in 37 U.S. states now offering courses and 
degrees in computer and video game design, programming, and art (Chatfield, 2010). 

Overall, a trend continues where video games are not just a fad or for 
the young, but increasingly an activity that incorporates nearly everyone: 68% 
of American households now play video games and many of these are online 
players; additionally, 43% of online U.S. game players are female.  Moreover, the 
U.S. military spends around $6 billion a year on virtual and simulated training 
programs, based around video games and virtual worlds in an offshoot of the 
industry dedicated to serious games (Aldrich, 2009; Reeves & Read, 2009).

Perhaps the most remarkable aspects of the advent of the video game 
industry are the rapid rise of the breadth and scope of the industry itself.  Even 
with its own humble beginnings, the movie industry was recognizable as such at an 
early stage.  However, video games languished as a cottage industry until just the 
last 15 years, with the first decade of the 21st Century witnessing meteoric gains.  
In fact, the budgets for developing the biggest games can now top $100 million 
and are attracting some of the biggest names in film; many of Stephen Spielberg’s, 
Peter Jackson’s, and James Cameron’s latest successes intersect appreciably 
with the skills sets and talents of professionals in the video game industry.

The connection to film is interesting as the determinants of box office, rental, 
and genre-specific sales have been of interest to academics (for example, see Litman, 
1983; King, 2007; Chiou, 2008; Terry, Butler, & De’Armond, 2005; Terry, Cooley, & 
Zachary, 2010; Terry, King, & Walker, 2010).  However, it is fairly clear that the video 
games industry has recently rivaled the gross revenues of the film industry and now 
commands budgets with rival and exceeds that of film.  A remarkable and recent feat 
of the video game industry transpired in 2008, when Grand Theft Auto IV took the 
title of the most successful entertainment release in history.  Within 24 hours, Grand 
Theft Auto  IV had grossed $310 million; which was considerably more than the most 
successful book (Harry Potter & The Deathly Hallows, at $220 million in 24 hours) 
and film (Spider-Man 3 at $117 million).  Whereas it is certain that these records have 
been since bested, such as is the case with Modern Warfare 3 selling $775 million 
in just under a week (Stuart, 2011), the success of Grand Theft Auto IV marked a 
milestone for an industry that now has a proper place at the table in the entertainment 
industry.  Still, the sheer quantity of gross revenues is staggering and growing, as is 
demonstrated in Table 1.

The year-on-year growth in gross revenues for the past five years is 
appreciable when compared to big-budget block-buster movies.  Whereas the movies 
are hovering around the $200 million mark with no discernible forward growth, video 
games are simply out performing movies fast clip.  What is equally remarkable about 
a top-selling game, such as Grand Theft Auto IV, or Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3, 
is the production budgets involved.  For instance, RockStar Games, the developers 
of Grand Theft Auto IV, made the game with a $100 million budget and a production 
team of more than 550 developers, voice actors, and models for motion-capturing.  
A distinguishing aspect of the output of the video games industry, for instance with 
Grand Theft Auto IV, is that a game is a durable product, retailing at roughly $60 
per copy, which generally entertains players for up to 100 hours of open-ended and 
user-directed experience in a highly-detailed virtual world (Chatfield, 2009).  In the 
contemporary video games industry, the production values easily rival that of many 
television and film programs, with character and storyline treatments worthy of the 
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large budget.  If Grand Theft Auto IV presented a historical feat for the games industry, 
it did so by offering a somewhat superior entertainment experience whose level of 
sophistication and production values was increasingly becoming the rule for video 
game entertainment.  

There is little debate regarding the economic impact of video games, but 
business (both in the practical and academic sense) has been somewhat circumspect 
regarding the medium.  In their infancy, video games remained synonymous with 
puerile, crass, and shallow thrills to be obtained at the price of a quarter.  The notion 
remains that a game may be visually titillating, but will have little to offer in the way 
of values, insights, or craftsmanship (Chatfield, 2009).  Thus our research interest in 
the determinants of video games sales represents not simply a query regarding what 
we can learn about what drives videos games sales, but we also wish to understand 
and reflect against our findings with regards to how video games are impacting daily 
life.  For the increasingly large percentage of the population who play them, video 
games represent a first-class and premiere outlet for personal and social recreation.  It 
has been posited that the video games industry may be the most exciting and creative 
industry around and the evidence in support of this position is ample.  A scholarly 
investigation of the video games industry should go beyond ballooning revenues and 
audiences, and also consider how the industry is a compendium of talents and ideas 
that is both influencing and cross-pollenating with film, television, and the other arts.  
The purpose of this research is to analyze the video game industry with a focus on 
comparing sales across different gaming platforms.  This manuscript is divided into 
five sections.  First, a survey of the literature related to various aspects of gaming is 
discussed.  The second section provides background information for various video 
game platforms.  The third section discusses the data the model.  The fourth section 
offer empirical results comparing the eight different gaming platforms for the years 
2006-2011.  The final section offers concluding remarks.

SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
There are several relevant literatures to the topic of video games sales 

and the nature of the video games industry.  First and foremost, it is important 
to state that the video game industry is both an entertainment industry and a 
software industry, so there are different theoretical bases that can be used to shed 
light on this subject.  As our interest is in the determinants of video game sales, 
we found the literatures on networks and network effects, innovation and co-
creative product development, platforms, vertical integration, and gamification 
to be most relevant.  We discuss each area of these literatures to highlight the 
concerns and issues related to video game sales determinants in this section.

Networks and Network Effects
The literature on the home video game market, and industry, has been widely 

viewed through the theoretic lens of network effects and externalities (Binken & 
Stremersch, 2009; Clements & Ohashi, 2004; Johns, 2006; Liu, 2010; Prieger & Hu, 
2006; Shankar & Bayus, 2003; Strube, Schade, Schmidt, & Buxmann, 2007).  The 
simplest understanding of network externalities, or network effects, is gained through 
the work of Katz and Shapiro (1985, 1994) who state that a network effect is when a 
user derives additional utility from the use of a good as the number of additional agents 
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also consumes the good.  The applicability of this body of knowledge is appropriate 
when it is considered that top-selling games and consoles, such as Wii Sports and 
Nintendo’s Wii, are bolstered by positive network effects that create an information 
cascades (or “bandwagon effect”) which increases the utility of the network as more 
people join, creating a positive feedback loop  (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, & Welch, 
1992).  While the earliest days of home video games may have not relied on this 
information cascades concept, much has changed with the advent of the Internet and 
the World Wide Web.  Nearly every top-selling title now has some online component 
which requires that players meet and face each other in interactive challenge or 
cooperative play.  As such, the popularity of a modern video game title drives the 
information cascade, which further propels the success of the title.  This may be among 
the reasons why gross revenues for home video games so far outstretch movie sales.  
Whereas a movie is a passive entertainment mode, the interactivity and social exchange 
made possible in an online game creates a lasting experience that draws others in.

The dependency that contemporary games have on communication and 
information networks reinforces why network effects are important and why video 
games support the tenets of Metcalfe’s Law.  Named for Robert M. Metcalfe, who 
invented the Ethernet standard for networks, Metcalfe’s law parsimoniously states that 
the value of a communications network is proportional to the square of the number 
of its users (Briscoe, Odlyzko, & Tilly, 2006).  This ties into the contemporary 
video game market as we know it in that the market is about competing platforms 
rather than just the video game sales themselves.  Moreover, the extent of such a 
network, particularly in the case of Microsoft’s Xbox Live network and Sony’s 
Playstation network, has as much to do with the utility of a game, and its resultant 
sales, as would be the qualities of the game.  What is compelling about Metcalfe’s 
Law is the promise of approaching exponential growth as opposed to flat growth, 
which is why the axiom has gained traction with entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, 
and systems engineers as a quantification of the network effect.  Most networked 
technologies and trends, such as Facebook, Twitter, and video games, require a critical 
mass crossover or tipping point at which costs will be recuperated at a rapid pace.

The gross revenues in Table 1 do not quite yet demonstrate the properties 
of Metcalfe’s law, but we can see network effects that suggests that the video games 
industry is no longer a niche market and should not be dismissed as such (Johns, 2006).  
Thus, while we are encouraged that some research has been conducted concerning this 
industry, we still find the video games phenomenon somewhat lacking comprehensive 
academic inquiry.  As Poole (2000) puts it: “…videogames are not going to go away. 
You can’t hide under the stairs. Resistance is futile. Any industry with such a vast 
amount of money sloshing around in it is by that token alone worthy of investigation.”

Platforms
During the period of study (2006-2011), data show clearly that video games 

released for the seventh generation of home video game consoles dominate market 
sales.  This is largely by design as hardware manufacturers, such as Microsoft, Sony, 
and Nintendo, have carefully developed a platform-based market where software sales 
subsidize relatively inexpensive hardware.  Economists would call this a platform-
based market in that video game developers and publishers and video gamers each 
thrive in a market ecosystem based upon a common platform of use.  Also called two-
sided markets, this concept has been well articulated and explored in the economics 
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literature (Rochet & Tirole, 2003, 2006; Zhu & Iansiti, 2012).  The wide success of 
video games, and even now the mobile smart phone market, has much to do with the 
cultivation and control of these two-sided and platform dependent markets.  In this 
sense, companies like Nintendo, Microsoft, Sony and Apple provide the platform upon 
which game developers and gamers meeting in a controlled ecosystem.  Furthermore, 
these two-sided markets are also multi-homed in that they allow for more than one 
competing platform with users affiliating with more one or more such platforms. 
Multi-homing can be understood in other contexts: for example, when consumers 
carry credit cards from more than one banking network or they continue using 
computers based on two different operating systems (Landsman & Stremersch, 2011).  
This multi-homing explains why publishers gain significant network externalities 
when they publish a title on multiple platforms.  For instance, it is not uncommon 
for a gamer to purchase a title on more than one platform, such as on the PC and the 
Sony PS3.  Multi-homing is not “free” for software developers and often the costs 
of maintaining a software development “code base” for multiple platforms is high; 
sometimes requiring the maintenance of entirely separate development teams.  This is 
not a new problem and has been experienced in the personal computing market for years 
and is also experienced in the mobile smart phone industry. As such, multi-homing 
also affects the user such that higher multi-homing costs reduce user willingness 
to maintain affiliation with competing networks that provide similar services; 
such as between the iPhone and Android, or between the Xbox and PlayStation.

Two-sided and platform-based markets also induce new coordination 
behaviors between producers of goods for the platform and the consumers for goods 
on the platform as moderated by the platform keeper.  Additionally, the producers and 
consumers in this two-sided market are also subject to the coercive control exerted 
by the platform owner (Parker & Alstyne, 2005).  Platform owners like Microsoft, 
Sony, and Apple often charge both producers and consumers for the right to access the 
platform; these charges are in the form of retail pricing, subscriptions, and licensing.  
However, since this two-sided market increases network effects for both producers 
and consumers, each will exert against the network to optimize for their own needs.  
A solution may exist whereby only the keeper of the platform may alter portions of 
the demand curve to make the platform-dependent market work.  This explains why 
the platform providers and gate-keepers (e.g., Microsoft and Sony in the case of video 
games) will subsidize the price-sensitive aspect of the platform market: the platform 
itself.  Just as Adobe eventually made their reader free and then commanded a healthy 
sum for the writer portion of their software, the gaming industry charges very full 
prices for games, but keeps the hardware prices low (Parker & Alstyne, 2005; Trispas, 
2000).  Whereas the PC is an open platform and open to the vagaries of multiple 
vendors and software piracy (Bhattacharjee, Gopal, & Sanders, 2003), gaming 
platforms are very locked down and extensively controlled (Parker & Alstyne, 2005).

Co-Creation and Product Development Innovation
What is also experienced in these emerging two-sided and platform-

based markets are new collaborative and cooperative behaviors between producers 
of goods for the platform and the consumers for goods on the platform.  This 
especially evident in the degree to which producers increasingly rely on consumers 
for product development and innovation (Arakji & Lang, 2007).  Developers utilize 
focus groups, open discussion forums, and extensive public beta testing periods in 
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order to collaborate with consumers in an unprecedented manner.  This strengthens 
the two-sided market and keeps the platform as a central concern.  Moreover, many 
producers and consumers of video games become locked in a long-term innovative 
relationship as seen by subscription-based game services such as World of Warcraft 
and EVE Online (Gallagher & Park, 2002; Jones, Svejenova, & Srandgaard, 2011).  
Thus, we see in the two-sided gaming market a high degree of what Prahalad and 
Ramaswamy (2003) describe as the “co-creation of value.”  Gamers get the features 
and game mechanics they crave and producers get loyalty to the product, the brand, 
and the platform (Binken & Stremersch, 2009; Liu, 2010; Williams, 2002).  The 
importance of this co-creative relationship is in the phronetic learning afforded to both 
the producer and consumer.  This learning is conducted very close to real-time and 
allows for the two-sided market to adjust very quickly.  This phronetic relationship is 
very conducive to the natural developmental disposition of the video game industry, 
which is very creative and innovative (Zackariasson, Styhre, & Wilson, 2006).

Vertical Integration
Another aspect of video game sales is the degree to which vertical integration 

has been used.  This is most clearly seen when the platform producers also develop 
the content for the platform (Claussen, 2011; Gil & Warzynski, 2010).  Halo is 
a top-selling video game franchise which has capitalized on this phenomenon.  At 
one point, Microsoft owned Bungie, Inc., the development studio that makes the 
game; as well as the Xbox, the platform targeted by the game; and Xbox Live, the 
player network required to utilize the game in a multiplayer scenario.  This vertical 
integration does not work in all cases, but each video game console maker engages 
in some degree of vertical integration.  This integration is also very evident in the 
Wii Sports title.  The sales data from the study period (2006-2011) shows that Wii 
Sports is, far and away, the best-selling title.  However, when we consider that this 
title is bundled with the hardware platform, it is clear that vertical integration is 
somewhat responsible for the sales performance as the title is coupled to the hardware.

Gamification
While there are many market mechanics governing home video game sales, it 

is important to stress that the demographics in many developed (and some developing) 
economies suggest that video games are now fairly entrenched as a part of daily 
life (Johns, 2006; Williams, 2002).  As such, the structures of interaction inherent 
in gaming are becoming ubiquitous (Reeves & Read, 2009).  To wit: people collect 
coupons via web services such as Groupon, they earn points for being loyal customers 
of airlines and grocery markets, and they compete to unlock badges as a signification 
of accomplishment in Foursquare.  As the mechanics and structures of video gaming 
are increasingly applied as a customer relations scheme in non-gaming settings, the 
two-sided and platform-oriented video game market is very effective at reinforcing 
the importance of gaming in daily life.  This means that household spending is more 
likely to accommodate home video games in the entertainment budget, to the possible 
exclusion of other media.  While empirical studies of this emerging phenomenon are 
presently lacking, this concept is gaining traction in the marketing and management 
literatures (Benthem, 2011; Deterding, Khaled, Nacke, & Dixon, 2011; Deterding, 
Sicart, Nacke, O'Har, & Dixona, 2011).  Gamification has the potential to further 
impact video games sales as the mechanics of gaming present in non-gaming activities 
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may, through marketing, attract more players to a game.  We can see this in casual 
games made successful via Facebook from the games publisher Zynga; such as 
Farmville and Mafia Wars; or with Angry Birds from games publisher Rovio.   It is 
clear that these game elements, approached from the more casual and “fun” side, may 
draw more consumers into the game market.  Concomitantly, a “serious games” sub-
market has opened up such that government agencies and militaries use aspects of 
game mechanics to develop simulations to explore problem spaces in virtual realities 
(Aldrich, 2009).  Like casual games, serious games also potentially draw in more 
participants as personal editions of the simulation software are made available.  Two 
examples of this is the personal edition of Steel Beasts Professional from eSim Games 
(a games developer) and the link between Virtual Battle Space (the professional 
simulator) and Armed Assault (the entertainment title) from Bohemia Interactive (also 
a games developer).  With these two examples we can see how a company involves 
itself in both the serious games market and the entertainment market simultaneously.

DESCRIBING THE PRINCIPLE HOME VIDEO GAME PLATFORMS
This study uses video game sales data, typically aggregated and reported 

by entities such as the NPD Group and VGChartz, from the period dominated by 
the seventh generation of video game consoles and platforms (2006-2011).  A brief 
perusal of this data reinforces the fact that video game consoles are the medium and 
mode of choice in terms of what sells in the video game market.  For instance, in the 
last five years in North America, only a handful of Personal Computer titles have 
been present in the sales charts, and none of these titles broke the top 10 (VGChartz, 
2011).  In order to understand the dominance of video game consoles, we now 
explore the characteristics and nature of the common and prominent video game 
consoles.  First, we briefly offer a history of video games in order to establish the 
predecessors to the current generation of video game consoles and to establish why 
video game consoles are the dominant technology platform driving video game sales.

A Brief History of Video Games
In the earliest days, video games were nothing more than curiosities on 

oscilloscopes and other primitive monochrome displays.  The pre-cursors to today’s 
video games centered on either text-based adventure games or tennis derivatives such 
as the 1972 release of Pong (Novak, 2008).  In many cases, these games were simply 
novelties and amusements with no thought of commercialization or wide-spread 
distribution (Anderson, 1983).  Into the 1950s and 1960s, the use of computers for 
games remained a mostly mainframe-oriented activity at the universities which housed 
these mainframe computers (Graetz, 1981).  Toward the latter portion of this period, a 
milestone in modern computing, the arrival of UNIX, was also the progenitor of several 
games, including Space Travel, which was among the principle obsessions for the 
designers of that operating system (Ritchie, 2011).  As transistors proliferated and as 
the hardware needed to show video images to cathode ray tubes became less expensive, 
the earliest arcade game machines arrived in the 1970s.  This period spawned three 
important developments in video game history: 1) The maturation and proliferation 
of coin-operated video game arcade machines; 2) the earliest video game consoles 
for home use; and, 3) the earliest personal computers for home use.  Thus, from the 
earliest days, home video game console systems were available simultaneously with 
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home computers.  Also during the 1970s, as multi-user UNIX systems continued to 
proliferate amongst businesses, universities, and government agencies, mainframe 
games continued to develop.  There were largely text-based adventure games such as 
Star Trek, Adventure, Zork, and, in general, Multi-User Dungeons.

While video games continued to flourish on Personal Computers, arcade video 
games waned in popularity throughout the 1990s.  While arcade-style video game units 
have never completely died out, they generally remain as a novelty item.  Personal 
Computer video games have also waned in sales in the 2000s, but remain an important 
factor in many gaming genres; prominently in Role-Playing Games, Massively-Multi-
Player Role-Playing Games, Simulations, and some First-Person Shooter games.  As the 
dominant platform in video games sales continues to be the home-use console games, the 
balance of this historical account will now focus on these console video game platforms.

A History of the Generations of Video Game Consoles
The earliest video game device for home use was developed by Ralph Baer in 

1968 and was eventually licensed and released by Magnavox in 1972 (Novak, 2008).  
This system was called the Magnavox Odyssey and popularized the use of cartridges 
as the means of distributing games that persisted for 20 years or so (Baer, 2005).  
During its years of production, this system sold well in North America and Europe, 
achieving 2 million units in sales (Baer, 2005).

First Generation  
The success of the Magnavox system understandably brought other players 

into the market and further developed the concept of utilizing Read-Only Memory 
(ROM) cartridges as a means of distributing games.  Principle players in the 
market at this time were Atari, with the 8-bit graphics Atari 2600 system; Mattel’s 
Intellivision system with 16-bit graphics; and Coleco’s ColecoVision, which did not 
impact the market as significantly.  It was this Second Generation of video game 
consoles that came to define the marketplace and develop the concept of a market 
for video games to be played at home.  What typified this era was that games played 
at home were similar to, and often replication/emulations of, the games that were 
popular in video game arcades.  Another concept that has stayed with the video game 
market that arose from this period is that of the third-party software developer of 
video games.  Activision was among the first companies to develop for consoles that 
was not actually a manufacturer of the console (Anger, 2009).  While this second 
generation of video game consoles fostered the beginnings of what we now call 
the video game market, the home video game console market was generating a 
revenue of $3.8 billion in 1982, which was not quite half of what the coin-operated 
video game arcade market was generating at $8 billion (Rogers & Larsen, 1984).

Second Generation
Throughout the 1980s, what we now recognize as the video game industry 

began to take shape and root.  A panoply of publishers and developers came and 
went during this period, and some, like Electronic Arts, have persisted to this 
day.  Such a wide variety of games were developed that they began to develop 
genre categorizations in much the same manner that both books and movies are 
categorized.  Furthermore, although gaming consoles were responsible for growth 
in a video games market, interest in gaming also spurned on growth in the utility 
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and versatility of home personal computers.  Many personal computer icons of this 
era were also mediums for video game play: the Sinclair ZX series, the Commodore 
64 and Amiga, the Atari ST, the Apple II and Macintosh, and the IBM PC and its 
clones.  Today, both the PC and the Macintosh live on as the dominant personal 
computing and gaming platforms from that era (Novak, 2008).  It was also during 
this era that the earliest forms of online gaming took root as gamers used modems 
attached to their home computers to reach dial-up bulletin board systems and others 
used services such as America Online and Prodigy to access the nascent infrastructure 
of the Internet.  Another innovation from this same era was the advent of hand-held 
LED and LCD games.  Many of these early hand-held games were quite primitive by 
today’s standards and represented nothing more than a few blinking colored-LEDs.

Third Generation
By the mid-to-late 1980s, a significant change in the video game landscape 

was the arrival of the Japanese manufacturers and publishers.  Nintendo released 
an 8-bit console called the Famicon/Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) which 
was a shift towards the physical and interface characteristics that came to dominate 
later generations of video game consoles.  In general, the NES dominated this 
generation of video game consoles and brought about game titles like The Legend 
of Zelda, Dragon Quest, and Final Fantasy that persist to this day.  As the 1990s 
arose, many significant innovations greatly affected the video game market and have 
shaped what we now know as the video game industry.  As console power increased 
to 16-bit and 32-bit graphics, many arcade games were seen as passé; it was now 
possible to play better games in the home.  Additionally, devices such as Nintendo’s 
GameBoy made mobile video game play possible.  For a majority of the decade, 
video graphics were handled by the Central Processing Unit (CPU), where a separate 
processor for graphics acceleration rose to prominence towards the latter years of 
the decade.  With the release of Microsoft’s Windows 95 operating system and the 
continued decrease in the price of home personal computers, games for the PC and 
Mac gained significant popularity in the late 1990s such that PC gaming was on par 
with console gaming.  This was to be the last era where this fact would remain true.

Fourth Generation
The fourth generation of consoles is represented by the decade of the 1990s 

and was nearly and entirely dominated by Japanese manufacturers such as Nintendo 
(with the Super NES) and Sega (with the Genesis).  Most CPU processors were now 
16-bit which allowed an increase in the quality of graphics and sound.  Additionally, 
Moore’s Law would provide a steady increase in the power of consoles with a 
concomitant reduction in the price of this power (Schaller, 1997).  Another important 
change during this era was a shift towards using optical compact discs for the delivery 
of ROM content rather than via cartridges.

Fifth Generation
At the close of the 1990s and into the 21st Century, console gaming caught up 

to and surpassed PC gaming in terms of sales.  Additionally, a new player emerged into 
the market when Sony introduced their very successful PlayStation console.  During 
the early portion of this era, in the mid-to-late 1990s, the Super NES and the PlayStation 
were the dominant platforms.  Nintendo did respond by upping the ante with a 64-bit 
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system (the Nintendo 64) and move the bar forward with this system.  Despite the 
competition, the clearly dominant player in the video game console market at the turn of 
the 21st Century was Sony.  Also at this time, 3D-accelerated graphics became the norm 
in both PC and console gaming and this would remain the case until the present day.

Sixth Generation
At the onset of the 21st Century, with Sony being the player to beat, the 

once-dominant Sega and Nintendo had fallen behind.  Sega’s response was a 128-
bit console called the Dreamcast, which had built-in support for online play with 
an onboard modem.  While the Dreamcast did stir the market initially, Sony’s 
PlayStation 2 quickly unseated the Dreamcast and marked the end of Sega’s 
participation in the hardware market.  Nintendo also responded with the GameCube, 
which was their first optical disk-oriented device.  The GameCube did not do as 
well in the market due to a lack of 3rd-party game development support and other 
ill perceptions.  By 2001, the video game console market was upset by another 
surprise new entrant, Microsoft with their Xbox system.  What was remarkable about 
this system as that, internally, the hardware was more-or-less specified using PC 
orientation.  In this sense, the Xbox was essentially a specialized gaming PC.  As 
was the case with the Sonic the Hedgehog game title being synonymous with Sega 
Genesis system a decade earlier, Halo became a title synonymous with the Xbox 
and heralded and solidified Microsoft’s position in the video game console market.

Innovations of this time were strong advances in the quality and fidelity of 
the graphics output of the video game console devices and the widespread increase in 
the number of 3rd party game developers and the increased quality of their work.  It 
was during this era that the big-budget game titles were beginning to be produced by 
equally high-stature development houses such as Rockstar Games, Electronic Arts, 
and Bungie.  Additionally, it became requisite that these games, and the consoles 
which hosted them, have an online component to them such that players could contest 
each other utilizing connections to the Internet.  Microsoft developed a for-pay Xbox 
Live network, while Sony  and Nintendo developed free networks.  Player human-
interaction devices also matured and diversified during this era where steering-wheels, 
joysticks, stepping pads (for dance movements) and musical instruments became 
alternative controllers for gaming titles like Dance Revolution, Guitar Hero, and Grand 
Turismo.  While the PC had declined, many games returned to the PC and to hand-held 
devices in search of casual games that required less time investment and overall effort 
to play.  The PC saw games like Myst and The Sims, and online and mobile casual 
games were also popularized by titles from Zynga Games such as Mafia Wars and 
Farmville as they tied into social networking websites such as Myspace and Facebook.

Seventh Generation
The data used for the purposes of this study focuses on the current, and quite 

mature, generation of video game consoles, known as the seventh generation.  This 
generation is characterized by many innovations and diversification of game play.  
Dominant console platforms of this era are Microsoft’s Xbox 360, Sony’s PlayStation 
3, and the prominent and dominant return of Nintendo with their Wii system which 
featured many innovations and is considered to have kicked off this current generation.  
The sales data show that Wii has dominated this generation since its introduction in 2006.  
While Microsoft did release the Xbox 360 in late 2005, the Wii has defined this era and 
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we have elected to focus on sales data from the period spanning 2006 until mid 2011.
The innovations during this era are manifold and have moved video gaming 

to a new phase in many respects.  Online gaming is now the norm and each major 
console – Microsoft’s Xbox 360, Sony’s PlayStation 3, and Nintendo’s Wii – each 
provides means to access to online resources and players, and each features their 
own network and online store.  It has also become increasingly common to use 
seventh-generation game consoles as more than just a means of playing games: 
Sony’s PlayStation 3 console is also a Blu-Ray Disc player and each manufacturer 
has created devices which can interact with other multi-media devices in the 
home.  Thus, by the end of the first decade of the 21st century, the video game 
console became the centerpiece of home entertainment and theater systems that 
easily rival what was available in many movie theaters from a decade or so earlier.

Another characteristic of this era was the advance of mobile gaming due to the 
extreme convergence of computing power, telecommunications, personal data devices, 
location sensors, and mobile gaming platforms.  Smart Phones, like the iPhone and 
Android-capable devices, and Tablets like Apple’s iPad, now comingle with Sony’s 
PlayStation Portable and Nintendo’s DS for the attention of video-gamers.  Many gamers 
prefer the casual game-play of mobile games and this segment can be seen prominently 
in the game sales data.  Additionally, many of these devices utilize touch-screen 
interfaces, which nearly remove all intermediaries between the gamer and the game.

The human interface to games during this era was also a striking innovation 
and an important reason why games for Nintendo’s Wii system feature so prominently 
in the charts.  What attracted so many to the Wii was that interaction with many 
of the games required body motion and movement.  The Wii’s controllers used 
accelerometers to detect body and limb motion and used this as a form of player input 
into the game.  The attraction of this mode of human-computer interaction was so 
great that Wii titles, like Wii Sports, pulled ahead of the rest of the pack in a staggering 
manner.  Microsoft (Kinect) and Sony (Move) have responded to this phenomenon, 
with Microsoft’s Kinect device reinvigorating the now-aging Xbox 360.  Whereas the 
Wii remote (Wii-mote) relies on accelerometers, the Kinect uses infrared (IR), sound, 
and other visual sensors to detect changes in heat in the background image seen by 
the device.  This trend towards the incorporation of movement has also continued a 
trend towards casual games dominating the market.  This is remarkable as the budget 
for these games is much lower than what is required for many top-selling games, 
such as Modern Warfare 3.  Many top-selling First-Person Shooter (FPS) games 
required massive investment in developing top-quality 2D and 3D art, mastering the 
latest 3D Application Programming Interfaces from the hardware manufacturers, 
and mastering the latest programming techniques for performance optimization.  
A casual gaming title requires nowhere near the same level of investment, and yet 
the sales data will show that casual games can sell quite well.  As of 2011, the end 
of this era is nearing, a most recent innovation, which will likely move gaming 
consoles into the next era, is the incorporation of newer 3D technologies which 
enables most modern displays/televisions to show output in 3D using special glasses.

The seventh-generation consoles are actually represented by two form-factors, 
or modes: console systems and handheld systems.  Typically, the same manufacturers 
are involved in both form-factors.  The current generation of game consoles began 
when Microsoft launched the Xbox 360 on November 22nd, 2005, in time for the 
holiday shopping season.  Within a year’s time, Sony joined the seventh generation 
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with the PlayStation 3 on November 11th, 2006 and Nintendo followed closely 
behind with the game-changing Wii, released on November 16th, 2006.  Each of these 
consoles had settled on a hardware architecture which used 128-bit data.  However, 
each console has important architectural differences which are outlined in Table 2.  
This generation also saw the advent of hand-held devices such as the Nintendo DS on 
November 21st, 2004 and the Sony’s PlayStation Portable on December 12th, 2004.

Comparing the Home Consoles
While the data will show the hand-held market to be an important factor in sales, 

there is little double that consoles continue to dominate sales overall.  This section will 
characterize the three principle consoles as they have evolved throughout their lifetime.  It 
is important to note that some of the features, capabilities and power of these devices have 
changed over their lifetime.  Table 1 offers a comparison of seventh-generation consoles.

What stands out in Table 1 is that, technologically, the PlayStation 3 and 
the Xbox 360 are fairly matched in terms of the capabilities of their hardware.  It is 
somewhat odd that the PlayStation 3 does not outsell the Xbox 360 in that Microsoft 
is known for charging more for additional accessories and peripherals as well as 
charging for the Xbox Live service.  Also of note is that, while the Wii outsells the 
others, it features the weakest hardware of all the consoles.  The success of the Wii 
is largely centered on its promotion of social-oriented gaming due to the requirement 
that players move their bodies in order to work with the accelerometers in the Wii-
mote for the best-selling titles.  Also of note is that Wii Sports is a title that is bundled 
with the Wii system.  This might explain the high sales figure for this title compared to 
other titles.  Nintendo has used this tactic 15 years earlier when Sonic the Hedgehog 
was bundled with the NES and Super NES systems in the late 1980s and early 1990s. 

Comparing the Handheld Systems
The sales data show that handheld systems are a significant portion of the 

market for seventh generation devices.  There are really only two players in this 
market, if Smart Phones are excluded: the Nintendo DS and the Sony PlayStation 
Portable.  The sales data show that, even as of mid-2011, games sold as apps for Smart 
Phones are not yet a factor.  This is likely due to how sales data is categorized for 
games as games are thought to run primarily on dedicated devices or on PCs.  In the 
future, sales aggregation and analysis companies, such as NPD and VGChartz, will 
continue to integrate sales data for game apps (applications) sold for use on Smart 
Phones and Tablets.  Table 2 lists the characteristics and features of the handheld 
gaming systems in the seventh generation of game devices.  Looking at Table 2, 
handhelds have lower unit sales than consoles, but the sales data show that some 
handheld titles have healthy sales that rival that of console titles.  Also, it is evident 
that the capabilities of the handhelds are far inferior to those of the consoles; this is to 
be expected of a portable device.  As is the case in consoles, the Sony device leads the 
group technologically, but the lower-tech Nintendo device outsells the Sony device.

DATA AND MODEL
As we have demonstrated the centrality of platforms in the console-based 

home video game market, we now consider our central research interests.  Primarily, 
we are interested to know: is there a difference in video game sales by different 
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platform classifications?  This section proposes a model to compare the annual video 
game sales in North America by platform for the years 2006 through 2011.  This 2006-
2011 period is chosen as it most closely mirrors the lifespan of a generation of home 
video game console hardware.  The data consist of the top 100 in annual sales by 
the video game platforms Nintendo DS (DS), Nintendo GameCube (GC), Personal 
Computer (PC), Sony PlayStation 2 (PS2), Sony PlayStation 3 (PS3), Sony PlayStation 
Portable (PSP), Nintendo Wii (Wii), and Microsoft Xbox 360 (X360).  Ten different 
platforms were considered in the sample but two (Nintendo Game Boy Advanced and 
Microsoft Xbox) have been eliminated for not having five or more games placing in 
the sample of annual top 100 in sales.  This is so as these platforms were characteristic 
of a previous generation of video game consoles and were largely being phased out 
at the start of the study period.  The primary data source is the VGChartz website, 
which offers extensive data relating to annual sales of video games by platform.  

The statistical methodology incorporates a nonparametric approach to 
comparing the video game sales revenue across gaming platforms.  The Kruskal-Wallis 
test offers the most powerful test statistic in a completely randomized design without 
assuming a normal distribution.  A traditional event study or regression methodology 
is not the most efficient approach for this specific research design because the research 
periods require a long time horizon instead of the narrow window associated with 
an event study and variation in sales magnitude as the research cohort moves from 
sixth the seven generation consoles is too large for linear modeling.  In addition, a 
nonparametric approach is more efficient given the limitation of measuring annual 
sales over the course of a six-year period and the variation in the total number of 
games distributed across the eight different platforms in the research cohort. 

The Kruskal-Wallis test is sensitive to differences among means in 
the k populations and is extremely useful when the alternative hypothesis is 
that the k populations do not have identical means.  The null hypothesis is 
that the k video game sales in the different platforms come from an identical 
distribution function.  For a complete description of the Kruskal-Wallis test, see 
Conover (1980).  The specific equations used in the calculations are as follows:

(1) N = Σini  with i = 1 to k
(2) Ri = ΣjR(Xij) with j = 1 to ni    
(3) Rj = ΣiOij Ri with i = 1 to c
(4) S2 = [1/(N-1)] [Σi ti Ri

2 – N(N+1)2/4] with i = 1 to c       
(5) T = (1/S2) [Σi(Ri

2/ni) – N(N+1)2/4] with i =1 to k       
(6) | (Ri/ni)–(Rj/nj) | > t1-a/2 [S2(N-1-T)/(N-k)]1/2 [(1/ni) + (1/nj)]1/2

In the equations above, R is the variable rank and N is the total number 
of observations.  The first three equations find average ranks.  Equation (4) 
calculates the sample variance, while equation (5) represents the test statistic.  If, 
and only if, the decision is to reject the null hypothesis, equation (6) determines 
multiple comparisons of video game sales across the various gaming platforms.
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RESULTS
Table 3 offers summary video game sales statistics in North America for 

the eight video game platforms in the research cohort.  The Nintendo Wii offers 
the most impressive numbers with average sales of $3.6 million per video game in 
the research sample.  In fact, the Wii platform leads the way with the top 13 video 
games in sales.  The top 13 Nintendo Wii games all have a North America gross over 
$10 million in sales and are derived from the Wii Sports (topping the sales list at 
$41.6 million), Wii Play, Mario Kart, and Super Mario Brothers series of games.  
Nintendo DS offers nine games in the range of $6 million to $10 million in annual 
sales from the Super Mario Kart, Nintendogs, and Super Mario Brothers series of 
games.  Xbox 360 offers 13 games with annual domestic sales over $5 million, 11 
of which are derived from the Call of Duty and Halo series of games.  Three PS 2 
games from the Grand Theft Auto series and three PS 3 games from the Call of Duty 
series offer domestic annual sales in excess of $4.5 million.  Six of the eight video 
game platforms average over $1 million in annual domestic sales.  Only the personal 
computer and GameCube platform games fail to have a single game title cross the $2 
million sales threshold and do not average at least $1 million in annual domestic sales.

The nonparametric empirical approach yields a T-value of 37.49 (p-value = 
.0001), indicating a significant difference in annual video game sales across the eight 
platforms in the study.  Table 4 presents a summary of the average rank value of video 
game sales for each platform across the six years of annual sales defined in this study.  
Assuming an alpha level of .05, the empirical results from equation 6 identifies five 
statistically different tiers of sales categories across the eight platform categories.  The 
most interesting observation is the dominance of two of the Nintendo platforms.  The 
Nintendo Wii and the handheld Nintendo DS are in the top tier of sales with average 
rankings of 259 and 267.  The interesting thing about the Nintendo platforms is that the 
technology employed is not as robust as the Sony and Microsoft competitors.  Tables 
1 and 2 both demonstrate the technological supremacy of the alternative platforms.  
Clearly, technological capacity is not the primary factor influencing video game sales.  
The Nintendo platforms have used first-mover advantages in both handheld gaming 
and human movement consoles.  Although Sony followed Nintendo with superior 
handheld and human movement consoles, the first-mover advantage is more important 
than the technological sophistication for the majority of casual gamers.  The body and 
limb motion of the Wii opens markets beyond the domain of traditional children and 
young men as gamers.  The Wii has been positively marketed and sold as a fitness tool 
to families as a modern replacement for board games and other vehicles for multi-
generational interaction.  In addition, the Nintendo platforms like the Wii are offered 
at an entry price that are substantially cheaper than the competitive counterparts.  

Table 4 shows average rank order value of annual video game sales in 
the domestic market derived from a Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric methodology.  
The average rank of sales column is the value of the equation (5) test statistic and 
p-value for each company, which determines if there is a statistical difference 
across platforms.  Asterisk(*) signify difference in average rank values as follows:

 
(1) ***** Indicates period with highest statistically significant 
sales derived from equation 6.
(2) **** Indicates period with second highest statistically 
significant sales derived from equation 6.
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(3) *** Indicates period with third highest statistically significant 
sales derived from equation 6.
(4) ** Indicates period with fourth highest statistically significant 
sales derived from equation 6.
(5) * Indicates period with the lowest statistically significant sales 
derived from equation 6.
(6) Some periods do not have a return that is statistically significant 
from an alternative period.

The second tier of sales is held by the Microsoft Xbox 360, which has an 
average rank of 297.9.  The Xbox 360 is the second video game console produced 
by Microsoft and the successor to the Xbox.  Xbox 360 was considered, at the time 
of release, revolutionary and superior to the Sony PlayStation 2 and the Nintendo 
GameCube.  The Xbox 360 gained significant market share as the first-mover into the 
seventh generation of consoles.  The 2007 Game Critics Awards honored the Xbox 360 
platform with 38 Nominations and 11 Wins (Game Critics, 2007).  By March 2008, 
the Xbox 360 had reached a software attach rate of 7.5 games per console while its 
competitors were 3.8 for PS3 and 3.5 for Wii (Davis, 2008).  To date, over 61.5 million 
Xbox 360 consoles have been sold worldwide.  Call of Duty, Halo, Grand Theft Auto, 
Gears of War, Guitar Hero, and Kinect Adventures are the dominant games for the 
Xbox 360 platform.  Despite the observation that the Nintendo Wii is the leader in video 
game sales, the technological superiority of the Xbox 360 and Sony PlayStation 3 is not 
ignored by more ardent gamers.  Microsoft has developed a solid platform with many 
dedicated gamers.  The much anticipated 2013 release of the new Xbox 720 platform 
will determine if Microsoft can move to the top of the gaming platform competition.

Three Sony platforms are in the third tier ranking for video game sales in 
the research cohort.  The specific platforms are PlayStation 3 with an average rank 
of 336, PlayStation 2 with an average rank of 338, and PlayStation Portable with 
an average rank of 345.  Although all three platforms are statistically equivalent, 
PSP offers a modest sample of 15 games in the annual top 100 list.  In addition, the 
PlayStation console offering is only PlayStation 2 in the first few years of the research 
sample and PlayStation 3 dominates the last few years for gamers that prefer the Sony 
platform.  There was a time before the year 2006 when the Sony PlayStation and 
the Sony PlayStation 2 held the unique position of being the top console for both 
relative quality and total sales.  Sony waited for a year after the Xbox 360 launched 
to release their PlayStation 3.  The Xbox 360 gained a significant amount of market 
share over the Sony platform as a first-mover into the high-end seventh generation 
High-definition (HD) console.  The PlayStation 3 late entry into the seventh generation 
competition gave Sony the the superior console but the technological advancement 
has not been significant enough to regain the top spot in the console platform.  Sony 
will play an important role in the future of the video game business.  Superior 
technology and a strong entertainment division, that includes the ability to cross into 
the movie industry, puts Sony in a prime position as the gaming industry approaches 
the eighth generation of consoles.  A key for the future of the Sony platform is to roll 
out the PlayStation 4 around the same time their competitors’ consoles are released.

The personal computer platform comprises the fourth tier of video game 
sales.  While a gaming-oriented personal computer platform will offers graphical 
capabilities that far exceed those of the Nintendo, Microsoft, and Sony consoles, 
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hardware prices for these machines are typical 2-3 times (and as much as 10 times) 
the hardware price of a console.  Additionally, the PC does not offer the portability 
of the Nintendo DS and Sony PSP handheld devices.  Despite these limitations, 
StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty and World of Warcraft: Cataclysm both earned over 
$1.3 million in sales in 2010 for personal computer platform.  This means that the 
PC will continue to hold sway in certain niche categories and for those with a taste 
for high-end hardware.  An interesting focus point for the future will be the battle 
for the mobile handheld market.  The iPhone and other mobile devices are making 
significant inroads into the handheld market.  The relative decline in the mobile 
platform for Nintendo and Sony could indirectly help the personal computer platform 
maintain a low cost and/or high-end alternative niche in the gaming industry.

The fifth tier of video game sales in the sample cohort is the Nintendo GameCube.  
The Nintendo GameCube is a sixth generation video game console first released by 
Nintendo in 2001.  It was the successor to the Nintendo 64.  The GameCube sold over 
21 million units worldwide before the Nintendo Wii was released in November 2007 
as the seventh generation replacement.  In contrast with the GameCube's contemporary 
competitors, Sony's PlayStation 2, Sega's Dreamcast and Microsoft's Xbox, the 
GameCube uses mini DVD-based discs instead of full-size DVDs.  The GameCube 
does not have the DVD-Video playback functionality of these systems, nor the audio 
CD playback ability of other consoles that use full-size optical discs.  The rise of the 
Nintendo Wii as the successor to the GameCube illustrates the ability of platforms to find 
a new competitive success as the gaming platforms move from one generation to next.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The purpose of this research is to compare video game sales by gaming 

platform for the years 2006 through 2011 in North America.  The statistical 
methodology incorporates a nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test to compare the eight 
gaming platforms in the research cohort.  Our literature review revealed that the home 
video game market is very platform-oriented and –driven and our empirical work 
has sought to clarify this.  The results of this study show clear differences in sales 
by platform along brand lines.  Nintendo is clearly the gaming leader with Wii as 
the dominant console and DS the leading handheld platforms.  Nintendo had fallen 
behind Sony in the timeframe preceding the research sample but the first-mover 
introduction of the Wii human interface body motion and movement has propelled 
Nintendo to the top spot.  The attraction of this mode of human-computer interaction 
was so great that Wii titles, like Wii Sports, pull ahead of the rest of the pack in a 
staggering manner.  We also find that Wii Sports did well as Nintendo adopted an 
important vertical integration strategy.  The second tier of sales is the domain of 
Microsoft with the Xbox 360 platform.  The Xbox 360 used a 12-month release date 
head start to gain market share in the seventh generation High-definition (HD) console 
competition with Sony's PlayStation 3 and Nintendo's Wii.  The third tier grouping of 
sales includes the seventh generation Sony PlayStation 3, sixth generation PlayStation 
2, and handheld PlayStation Portable.  One explanation for Sony’s third place ranking, 
despite leading technology, is their late arrival to several key advancements like HD, 
motion sensor, and handheld gaming.  The clear gains from first-mover innovation 
make the race to the eighth generation of consoles a very important strategic position 
for Nintendo, Microsoft, and Sony.  The personal computer and the sixth generation 
Nintendo GameCube round out the fourth tier and fifth tier of sales by platform.  
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Academic research into the video game industry is an important and 
emerging area.  Several potential advancements and extensions of this work are viable 
future research topics.  One of the limitations of the study is the focus on the North 
American market.  Europe and Asia are significant players in the gaming industry.  
A possible extension of this research extension is to see if sales results by platform 
are consistent in the international market.  A second limitation of the study is the 
lack of a robust empirical model to investigate the determinants of video game sales.  

A second future research extension into the sales for the gaming 
industry is to develop a multiple regression model controlling for platform, 
genre, ESRB rating, publisher, critical reviews, and other potential determinants.  

A third opportunity for future research is to open an inquiry into the mechanics 
and nature of the video game sales market and industry.  A few emerging phenomena 
have us convinced that this, the most successful of video game console generations, 
may also herald the end of an era.  Principle among these new phenomena is the 
mobile device industry and the propensity for entertainment content to be increasingly 
delivered via the Internet.  Whereas Sony and Nintendo enjoyed great success with 
their hand-held gaming devices, it is likely that smart phones and tablets, targeting 
the iOS platforms and the Android platforms, will dominate moving forward.  In 
both cases, while the platform paradigm remains dominant, the delivery mechanisms, 
are presently (and moving forward) aimed at content delivery through the network. 
Moreover, the return of data centralization, in its current manifestation in “the 
cloud,” means that content is available on a device wherever the player is.  While 
the portability of game consoles means that they will likely have a place in the video 
game sales platform scene, mobile devices, and even the PC, are again leveling the 
field.  For instance, online sales and distribution systems for the PC, such as Steam and 
Impulse, have brought on resurgence in the PC platform; particularly in the strategy, 
indie games, casual games, and simulation genres to which the PC is well-suited.

A fourth avenue for future research is to explore the potential for mergers and 
acquisitions in the video game industry.  As hardware generations have shifted in the 
past, we have seen players enter, leave, or even re-enter the market place.  The timing 
is ripe for a new entrant into the market who understands both hardware and online 
delivery; such a player could be Apple.  Furthermore, if a company like Apple entered 
the market, they will likely subsume, or eliminate entirely, one of the extant players.  
As well as Nintendo did in the seventh generation, there is competitive advantage 
left in the human-computer kinesics market, as, in many respects Microsoft’s Kinect 
is a superior device and a company like Apple has also pioneered in this area with 
the iPhone/iPad.  While both Microsoft and Sony are poised to do online delivery, 
the entire content-delivery ecosystem, as it currently stands, centers around the 
increasingly-quaint concept of obtaining the software on a physical medium and 
situating and marketing that physical manifestation in a brick-and-mortar store.  A lot 
remains to be seen in how the next generation will develop, but it is likely that this 
generation is deep into development and may not have accounted for online delivery.
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